Complete each phrase below by using one of the prepositions from the box.

AT - BY - FOR - FROM - IN - ON - UNDER - WITHOUT

1. _______ control
2. _______ mistake
3. _______ behalf of
4. _______ first
5. _______ far
6. _______ time to time
7. _______ delay
8. _______ love with
9. _______ no means
10. _______ average
11. _______ age
12. _______ the time being
13. _______ least
14. _______ the influence
15. _______ accident
16. _______ doubt
17. _______ now on
18. _______ instance
19. _______ fire
20. _______ charge of
21. _______ any rate
22. _______ the impression
23. _______ a change
24. _______ heart
25. _______ favour of
26. _______ television
KEY

1. under control
2. by mistake
3. on behalf of
4. at first
5. by far
6. from time to time
7. without delay
8. in love with
9. by no means
10. on average
11. under age
12. for the time being
13. at least
14. under the influence
15. by accident
16. without doubt
17. from now on
18. for instance
19. on fire
20. in charge of
21. at any rate
22. under the impression
23. for a change
24. by heart
25. in favour of
26. on television